
 
English 

Complete the activities that are labelled Monday—Friday. 

Read all of the information          carefully. Remember 

when drawing  calligrams you must ensure your picture is 

large enough for you to fit your writing!                                

The answers are included. 

Reading 

We are following our school guided reading format. Make 

sure you read all of the pages before completing the ques-

tions. If possible ask an adult to email or tweet some pic-

tures of the giants you created! 

Music 2 
Pick a favourite song and answer all of the questions. 

Remember - there is no right or wrong answer, your fa-

vourite song is all about your opinion! 

Maths 
Complete the daily task provided for you about 

time, in the maths section. The answers are in-

cluded at the end of the maths section for you 

to check your work. 

Please Note 
Please be aware that the activities set are optional, open ended tasks for you to use when and if you 

wish. There is no expectation that all the tasks are completed. We invite families to pick and choose  

learning activities that work for them; to take a break/holiday from home learning if you wish or to 

keep on with the routine depending on individual circumstances. 

Art  
Why not try to create a rainbow to put on your 

window? It may make someone smile when they 

walk past your house! 

Year 3 - Week 7 (04/05/2020) 

How would you determine the power 

of force? 

SPaG 
There are 5 activities, why not challenge    yourself to 

complete one every day!              Remember to practice 

your spelling   every day so you are ready to be tested on 

Friday!  

Science  
Read the information about forces and answer the ques-

tions provided. The answers are included for you to 

check your work. Challenge: Can you make something 

that requires a push or pull force? What did you use? 

Education City 

Don’t forget to log on to Education City 

where your teachers have set you lots of 

interesting activities! Have a go at some of 

the activities. 

PE 

Monday to Friday Joe Wicks will be doing a live PE lesson on YouTube. Chal-

lenge yourself to complete these workouts at 2:30pm everyday! 

Music 
During school your child has been having MUSIC’S COOL lessons where they 

have learnt to play the recorder and develop their    singing. They are eligible 

for a FREE log in and password where they will be able to access hundreds of 

music activities from Harrow Music service. Use this link to sign up:  

https://forms.gle/AwfiwGMbnmGJCwNA7  



Guided Reading Book - Week beginning 4
th
 May 2020. Finn MacCool part two. 



















Thursday – First News 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Friday 

Log on to Bug Club and read a book online or choose one of your favourite books and read it for 30 minutes.                                                                               

Remember to look up any unfamiliar words in a dictionary! 

    

 

 







QfL: What skills are needed to tell time using 24 hours clock? 

If you have an access to internet visit  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EapsfSfqeWA  

You can also use the poster provided to help you learn how time convers in 24 hours format.  

Activity 1: Complete the chart, changing 12-hour p.m. digital times into 24-hour times.  

Monday 4.5.20 

Challenge: 

The school finishes at 15;00. You are 

going to meet a friend after an hour. 

What time will you be meeting your 

friend? Answer using 12 hour clock 

and 24 hour clock.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EapsfSfqeWA


Tuesday 5. 5.20 

Activity 2 : Rewrite these times from earliest in the day to latest. The first one has been 

done for you. The first one is done for you. 

 

Activity 1: 

Complete the chart, changing 12 —Hour pm digital 

times into 24—Hour times. 



Tuesday 5. 5.20 

Activity 1: Fill in the missing times on this Train Timetable by answering these questions. 

1. Journey B takes 1 hour 15 minutes to get from London to Derby. What time 

do you arrive at Derby?  

2. Journey C takes a total of 3 hours. What time does it arrive at Newcastle?  

3. How long do journeys A and B take?  

4. You need to be at York for 13:30. Which is the best journey to take?  

5. You get to Sheffield at 16:50. How long do you have to wait for the next 

train to Newcastle?  

6. How many stations does the 11:30 train stop at before it reaches York?  

Challenge: Create your own train timetable with three journeys. Use your own stations and times like this example. 

 



Wednesday 6. 5.20 

Activity 1:  

Match the times to the clocks showing the same time: 

 

Activity 2: Prove it— - Explain it: 

Eva says the clocks are showing the same time of day.  

Is she correct? Explain how you know. 

 



Activity 1: 

Create a diary using pictures to show your day from waking up to going to bed.  

Label these events using both 12-hour clock and 24-hour clock times. Like this 

 

 

 

 

Activity 2: Rea-

soning: 

Thursday 7. 5. 20 

Who is more likely to be correct? Explain how you know.  

Remember to check your answer from the answer sheet. 



Activity 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

Activi- ty 2:  

Solve these 

time word 

prob- lems: 

1) 

 

 

 

Friday 8. 5. 20 

Use a clock to help you! 

Don’t forget to check your answers form 

the answer sheet. 



Answer sheet: 

Monday 4.5.20 

Activity 1:  24 hour time: 

12 : 00 

13 : 00 

14 : 00 

15 : 00 

16 : 00 

17 : 00 

18 : 00 

19 : 00 

20 : 00 

21 : 00 

22 : 00 

23 : 00 

Challenge: 

4 pm  and 16 : 00 

Tuesday 5.5.20 

Activity 1:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 2: 



Tuesday 5.5.20  

 

Activity 1:  

1. 12:45 2 

2.  19:40  

3. Journey A = 3 hours and 50 minutes Journey B = 3 hours and 5 minutes  

4. Journey A  

5. 1 hour 40 minutes  

6. 2 stations  

Wednesday 6..5.20  

Activity :1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity: 2 

Prove it— - Explain it: 

Eva could be correct. The clocks are both showing twenty past 8. However, chil-

dren should recognise that the analogue clock does not show whether the time is 

a.m. or p.m., so this could be showing 8.20 a.m. or 8.20 p.m.  



Friday 8.5.20 

 

 

Activity 1: Reasoning and problem solving answers: 

• TRUE  

•  FALSE 4 minutes is equal to 240 seconds  

•  FALSE 170 seconds is equal to 2 minutes 50 seconds  

 

Activity 2: solving word problem: 

1) 40 Minutes 

2) 6 : 49 pm 

 

Thursday 7.5.20 

 

 

Activity 1: Ask an adult to check your diary 

 

Activity 2: Reasoning: 

Dora is more likely to be correct, because if she sleeps 8 p.m. to 

8 a.m., she would be sleeping through the night, and wake up 

in the morning. Teddy is likely to be incorrect, because he 

would be sleeping all day and waking up at 8 p.m. (in the 

evening)  

 

 



 

Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar Activities 

 

Spelling 

Practice spelling words with ‘ch’ words with a ‘s’ sound. Remember to practice your spellings every day.  

Challenge: try and use your spellings in your English learning this week!  

Punctuation 

Complete both activities on the sheet.  

Activity 1: circle where the adjectives should be.    

Activity 2: Answer questions using adjectives.   

Activity 3: complete each sentence using powerful adjectives.  

Activity 4: complete the sequence.   

Grammar 

Complete both activities on the sheet.  

Activity 1: tick the would you could use to describe a baby, snake and watermelon.   

Activity 2: describe two character using powerful adjectives.  

Activity 3: re-write the story, adding capital letters in the correct place.  

Dictionary work 

Using a dictionary (book or online), find the meaning of all the words given for your spellings this week.  

 

Challenge:  Write sentences with your spelling words.  



Spelling 

 



 







 

Monday 



 

Tuesday 




























